

















Measurement and assist devices for human motion by using parallel wire drive mechanisms 
 
 








This research aims to develop a human-wearable type equipment that enables people to perform accurate motion without 
assistance of others. The equipment can be used for manually processing such as welding, rehabilitation, meal care for people 
with disabilities etc.  
This study develops human-wearable type measurement and assist devices for human motion by using parallel wire drive 
mechanisms.The proposed devices consists of a wire-driven mechanism expected to be lightweight and easy to wear. 
Measurement device can measure standing balance of subjects until falls. The device can support them safely at falling. We 
measured the COP at the fall moment and the body sways on tilting posture by the proposed device. As a result, it is found 
that the differences between subjects become clearer as their postures tilt closer to fall moment. 
Assist device can assist the movement of people to draw accurate trajectories so as to follow target paths and motion. The 
experiments were conducted with and without the motion assistance and were evaluated based on the error between the actual 
drawn and target trajectories. As a result, the average and maximum errors induced with the fabricated equipment was smaller 

















































































         
(a) 被験者 3                          (b) 被験者 5 
図 4.1 両足支持における COPの変化および転倒限界での COP 
 
COP 転倒限界転倒限界でのCOP











































        



















































































       
           (a) スキルアシスト有 (b) スキルアシスト無 
図 8.1 直線動作実験時の出力点軌跡 
 
       
      (a) スキルアシスト有 (b) スキルアシスト無 






































































           
     (a) スキルアシスト有 (b) スキルアシスト無 
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